Right Brick, in the Right Place, at the Right Time™

INSPECT THESE BRICK

WATCH YOUR ORDER?
- COLOR
- TEXTURE
- SIZE
- QUALITY
- CORING

ROBINSON BRICK COMPANY
SINCE 1980
1845 West Dartmouth Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80110-1309
(303) 783-3000
FAX (303) 781-1818
(800) 477-9002

FOR BEST RESULTS

LAYING
Unload from at least 4 packages at a time... end at an angle... as shown here. When laying these brick, distribute color range evenly throughout wall.

CLEAN WITH
SUREKLEAN®

BRICK COLOR
USE
Red..........................660 Detergent
Dark Red & Colored Mortar.....101 Lime Solvent
Chocolate, Grey, Tan & White...............Vasa Trol®

We Do NOT Recommend Muriatic Acid
Do NOT use mechanical brushes on slurry or sand coated brick

(303) 783-3000